The purpose of this note is to demonstrate the equivalence of indirect least squares and Hoch's generalized method of estimating the production function parameters. It is further shown that these estimates are, under appropriate assumptions, maximum likelihood estimates, and their asymptotic properties are noted.
LET US CONSIDER a perfectly competitive industry in which firms produce a homogeneous product and employ two homogeneous, variable, and substitutable inputs. ' The production function (of the Cobb-Douglas type) and the two profit maximizing conditions are, for the ith firm, (1) xoi=ko+a,xli+a2X2i+ (2) xjj=kj+xoj+vjj, (3) X2i = k2 + XOi + V2i, where x0 i, x, i and x2 i are logarithms of the quantities of output and of input 1 and input 2, and v0i, vli and v2j are stochastic disturbances. Following Marschak and Andrews [4] , we shall refer to v0i as the "technical" disturbance, and to v,i and v2i as the "economic" disturbances. The problem is to estimate the parameters a, and a2 from observations of outputs and inputs in a sample of firms.
One approach to the estimation problem was suggested by Hoch [1] , who specified the bias of single equation least squares estimates in infinitely large samples. Consistent estimates of a, and a2 are obtained by correcting the simple least squares estimates for the asymptotic bias. Hoch distinguishes between the case of no correlation between the disturbances, and the case where the economic disturbances are correlated with each other but not with the technical disturbance. Estimates are derived for the uncorrelated case, and a procedure is indicated for the derivation of "generalized" estimates applicable to the case of nonzero correlation between v, and v2. These estimates are also consistent. We shall now prove the equivalence of indirect least squares and Hoch's generalized estimates. By substituting for SOO from (4c) into (4), we can write the formula for Hoch's generalized estimates as (7) a~~(S.11S.22 -S12) S.o00(gqq S.12) JXJ'=Z, 4 In the Monte Carlo experiment presented in [3] , indirect least squares and Hoch's generalized estimates were obtained in some of the models. The numerical discrepancies shown were very small and can be accounted for by errors due to rounding. 5 The solution is, of course, subject to the condition that a, + a2 < 1. 6 This assumption was, in fact, not made by Marschak and Andrews. Also, the model of Marschak and Andrews was a more general one since it allowed for imperfect competition.
where X is a matrix of the variances and covariances of the x's, and J and 2 are defined as before. By substituting sample values into X we have, because of symmetry, six equation to estimate al, a2, and the four variances and covariances of the disturbances. These estimates are the same as the maximum likelihood estimates above.7
The maximum likelihood property of Hoch's generalized, indirect least squares, and moments estimates enables us to derive their asymptotic variances by determining the diagonal elements of the matrix8 
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